Shannon is a testament to functional conformation, calving every year. Now in her 8th lactation, she can be relied on for persistent and maintenance-free production!

**FOOT (8%)**
- **FOOT ANGLE** (Angle of hoof)
- **HEEL DEPTH** (Depth of heel or outside claw)
- DEFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS (DEDUCTION): Abnormal Claw (1.5) Weak Pasterns (1.5)

**RUMP (12%)**
- **RUMP ANGLE** (Degree of rump)
- **PIN WIDTH** (Width of pin)
- DEFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS (DEDUCTION): Recessed Tailhead (1.0) Advanced Tailhead (1.5)

**MOBILITY (20%)**
- **BONE QUALITY** (Pattern of bone)
- **Rear Legs: Foot Angle (8%)**
- **Rear Legs: Heel Depth (6%)**
- **Rear Legs: Foot (8%)**
- **Rump Placement (15%)**
- DEFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS (DEDUCTION): Dipped Tail (2.5) High Tailhead (0.5)

**DAIRY STRENGTH (20%)**
- **STATURE** (Height at rump)
- **HEIGHT AT FRONT END** (Corresponding to height at the hips)
- **CHEST WIDTH** (Width of chest slit)
- **REAR ATTACHMENT WIDTH** (Width at milk secreting tissue)
- DEFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS (DEDUCTION): Weak Crops (1.5) Not Well Sprung (1.5)

**MAMMARY SYSTEM (40%)**
- **UDDER FLOOR** (Length of udder floor)
- **UDDER FLOOR** (Height of udder floor)
- **UDDER TEAR** (Milk secreting tissue)
- **UDDER TEXTURE** (Softness, pliability and elasticity)
- DEFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS (DEDUCTION): Lack Udder Shape (1.0) Webbed Teat (2.0)

**FUNCTIONAL CONFORMATION Trait Breakdown**

**HOLSTEIN CANADA**

*Updated September 2021*

Shannon: EX-92-6E-CAN | B Lact 100,000kg P completed (3.9 Fat, 3.0 Protein)

Shannon is a testament to functional conformation, calving every year. Now in her 8th lactation, she can be relied on for persistent and maintenance-free production!